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Learn to Write ABC
Just Follow the Dots
Nancy Meyers
Keynote
Learn to Write ABC encourages children to follow the dots to form letters, it's
as simple as A, B, C. The dot-to-dot doodles will guide pre-schoolers and
familiarise them with the letters of the alphabet.
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Learn to Write ABC encourages children to follow the dots to form letters, it's as simple as
A, B, C . The dot-to-dot pictures will guide pre-schoolers into holding a pen correctly while
familiarizing them with the letters of the alphabet.
Young doodlers will delight in transforming the quirky illustrations by following the dots
and filling in the letters. From transforming 'A's into googly crocodile eyes, to noses on
cats made out of 'Z's, teaching children to form their letters has never been more fun.

Sales Points
Make learning letters a breeze, with this book full of simple doodles to create and
complete
Learn to Write ABC is packed with, dot-to-dot doodles to guide pre-schoolers into
holding a pen correctly while familiarizing them with the letters of the alphabet
Young doodlers will delight in transforming the quirky illustrations by following the dots
and filling in the letters: give the snake a bold design (letter x), give the crocodile
sharp teeth (letter w), or give the poodle curly fur (letter e)
From the publishers of the bestselling doodle book series which has sold over 1 million
copies
Please note that this title is a reissue of ABC Doodles
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